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	Let’s see what we can do together.
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Develop Your Most
Engaged Workforce. Every Team. Everywhere.




Curated online learning programs to realize the potential of your workforce today.





BOOK A DEMO






REQUEST A QUOTE
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Why work with OpenSesame?






We help companies develop the world’s most productive and admired workforces through engaging online learning programs.







VIEW PRICING

















77 Net Promoter Score





OpenSesame customers are happy customers with a 77 Net Promoter Score. And they recommend us to their friends.













30000+ Courses





OpenSesame customers love the many course and content options, with 15 languages to choose from.













95% Renewals





OpenSesame customers keep coming back, year after year because customer experience is our focus.






















We have offerings for every industry




TechnologyRetailFinanceServiceManufacturingGovernmentHealthcare
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The technology learning you need to harness the future.




OpenSesame streamlines your top Technology offerings to mobilize your global or local workforce. High-tech companies and IT teams stay safe, competitive, and certified.




LEARN MORE →
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Develop and retain your workforce and position for a profitable future. 




Increase sales, improve customer satisfaction, and leverage technology. Design an ideal training program for your retail organization.




LEARN MORE →
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Keep your global finance workforce one step ahead of the market.




OpenSesame gives global finance teams ideal deployment of the exact training they need to stay future-ready.




LEARN MORE →
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Advance, grow, and retain a competitive service workforce for the future.




Quickly ramp up your workforce with the exact training every time. Work through high turnover and other service challenges to stand above the competition.




LEARN MORE →
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Create and train the manufacturing workforce of tomorrow.




OpenSesame’s manufacturing training is comprehensive and agile for your workforce. Custom curation lets you design the right training path for your organization.




LEARN MORE →
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Recruit and retain a next-generation government workforce.




OpenSesame provides your agency with a wide range of government courses, empowering public employees to serve and work effectively.




LEARN MORE →
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Keep your high-performing healthcare program at the top of the industry with the exact learning.




Build a successful and efficient healthcare organization to meet stringent and unique compliance regulations. OpenSesame helps your workforce keep pace and stay ahead of the curve.




LEARN MORE →
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The technology learning you need to harness the future.






OpenSesame streamlines your top Technology offerings to mobilize your global or local workforce. High-tech companies and IT teams stay safe, competitive, and certified.
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Develop and retain your workforce and position for a profitable future.






Increase sales, improve customer satisfaction, and leverage technology. Design an ideal training program for your retail organization.
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Keep your global finance workforce one step ahead of the market.






OpenSesame gives global finance teams ideal deployment of the exact training they need to stay future-ready.
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Advance, grow, and retain a competitive service workforce for the future.






Quickly ramp up your workforce with the exact training every time. Work through high turnover and other service challenges to stand above the competition.
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Create and train the manufacturing workforce of tomorrow.






OpenSesame’s manufacturing training is comprehensive and agile for your workforce. Custom curation lets you design the right training path for your organization.
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Recruit and retain a next-generation government workforce.






OpenSesame provides your agency with a wide range of government courses, empowering public employees to serve and work effectively.
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Keep your high-performing healthcare program at the top of the industry with the exact learning.






Build a successful and efficient healthcare organization to meet stringent and unique compliance regulations. OpenSesame helps your workforce keep pace and stay ahead of the curve.






LEARN MORE →
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Trusted by industry experts
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“Bring them a topic you need training content around, and they will help you find the best vendors and modules for the topic. We have found you can be as general or specific as you want, and they will do their best to deliver.”
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Emilie-Anne N.




Learning Supervisor














“My company has used many different courses from OpenSesame; from compliance and safety to leadership and soft skills. It has people more engaged and more interested in going into our LMS and looking for additional knowledge.”
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Michelle H




Learning Management System Administrator














“If I can’t find it, I know that they will be able to help me quickly . . . They are always there to answer my questions . . . We have been able to send out monthly emails with the suggested themes from OpenSesame. They strategize with us to get the most use out of the product.”
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Vanessa Gonyer




Human Resource Specialist









































Explore OpenSesame’s 30,000+ courses






Our exclusive and award winning publishers help you realize the potential of your workforce and leaders
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Inspire new ways of working with TED@Work




For years, learning leaders and executives in a wide range of industries have looked to TED to help inspire and motivate their learners. Now, TED@Work offers solutions to help address the most pressing business challenges head-on.




LEARN MORE →
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Develop strong leaders
with Harvard




Designed for current or new leaders and managers, the Harvard ManageMentor approach is to integrate learning with work, which helps learners directly apply skills faster, improve performance, and grow their career, all with the help.




LEARN MORE →
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Make real changes in
your organization with DEI




Diversity, Equity & Inclusion is not a compliance requirement, it is a fundamental human rights issue. Having the right training content is key in creating a culture of inclusion at your organization. OpenSesame is here to guide you.




LEARN MORE →















Let’s see what we can do together.




Get a quick, personalized demo. Learn how OpenSesame can help your specific organization achieve its training goals.








GET A DEMO
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Here’s how we’ll help you along the way…














Works with any LMS

If your LMS works with SCORM or AICC compliant courses, then working with OpenSesame courses will be simple for your LMS administrator.






Learn More →










Pricing for your needs

OpenSesame works with you to choose the right mix of courses to train your employees on the most in-demand technology skills.






Learn More →










Dedicated Support

OpenSesame works with you to choose the right mix of courses to train your employees on the most in-demand technology skills.






Learn More →










Custom Curation

We don’t just sell courses because we are more than a course vendor. We are elearning advisors for your training program.






























Explore what’s new at OpenSesame
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Join the thousands of companies
across the globe who trust OpenSesame to transform their workforce.







GET A QUOTE






OR BOOK A DEMO
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Book a demo




Fill out the form below to connect with an OpenSesame expert who can share more about the product and answer any questions you have.
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